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Where ever he was touching
Right. hugging how long caresslng, what does that
mean
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Which makes you wonder, how often he%d been there,
ibut anyway...Trying to get the specifics foryou but
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He’s not safe

I just wanted to’say that, he is_~ safe, and he’s
not jus,t not safe for you
Ijust don’t want
about you, what
this to be all about 7
happened to you but I think it is~.important to know
thab just because something that happene~ to you,
this is about him

HoW"~are you doing?

~ think one of the concerns I have isl in kind of.
the details of the questions is, I dOnl’t want you
to wa!k out of here thinking it was no big deal
It is a big deal. It’s a real big deal

And you know , I know that
from an adult
~erspective, and knowing that as well, and like I.
said over and over again I don’t want to hear or
see the effects of what he has done to me on
someone else again

You might
Yes, yes, to me it’s just a real violent, robbing
of someone’s identity
Well Loren do you still have some need for some
specifics, or do you feel you have a sense of what
went on
2O
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Pretty much complete, just two thoughts are in. my
mind, and could you just briefly say the role that
Berard had in relation-to you other than what you
have alread’ described.

And in relation to you, particularly is what I am
saying.

So the-betrayal came~ let me see if I can, the
betrayal came in using your confidence and your
trust using that as a way to begin to abuse you, as
a way. in
Yes,
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That is where you used the word grooming,
right

is that

I think that is important, that, betrayal quality,
safe and then not safe

You might as well go for this~ou have to
walk out of here in about twenty minutes
mentioned .that Berard

Were there any0ther incidents
that you can think of that you haven’t mentioned?
Not that I can remember ~t this point. No
That was plenty.
22
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I have bits and pieces of things but you know a, I
can’t really say
do you a sense that you’ve pretty much, that
this is probably the extent of it, that there isn’t
something that you are going to remember, Because
sometimes,
Yes, yes

Did you have a sense, that you pretty well, that
you have some real graphic memrances, and this is
not dream state or
No it’s not, it’s not my imagination
And you don’t have a .sense that ygu are going to
wake up with some new .revelati6~, "ya, it’s pretty.
concrete

can you think of any other questions, that are
important?
No, I think get ahead of myself of thinking what’s
next in terms of just our own healing process,
what’s next in terms of responsiveness, from you
community,
~s I was wondering, what you are
hoping~ for
in terms of meeting Father Loren,
are there anymore steps that you need from the
Franciscan community.
I would just like to have those questions answered
that I addressed in the beginning as to whether or
not, he has received therapy, if there’s going to
be an on__qg_%_~g the~apy~, l~-f--there is any kind of
monito__~9~L~iDgL_q~.~ith._his.-being around children,
and a sense of what kind of retribution
counseling
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You mean finanoial
Yes,
.Restitution

Is that a distinction, what we’re
Restitution, I think was the word you were’searching
for

Y4s, yes
Are you asking
community willing
hea.ling process

to

Is it, a is the Franciscan~
pay for counseling, yoUr

Yes,

That’ s iS -what your asking about.
Yes~
Ok,. I wanted, to make surethat I wasn’t speaking for
you in regard
~,
~
And I quess you know, the big thing is, has this
issue ever been addressed befDre about him
Ya, I thlnk that’s a kind of wondering you’ve had
is, has he been accused, has anyone else come
forward
Has he been called on the carpe~?
Would you !ike to know,that ~f they have
Yes, and why has he been al!owed to function in the
same capacity, if that bethe case then, why hasn’t
there been some legal action.
I was wondering, the three of us have been talking
and all of a sudden I tried to image Brother Berard
sitting here and I quess, and I don’t think you need
to go through £his, that isn’t it, do you have ~’]
sense that you could maintain your own clarity in /~
his. presence
Yes, I could
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Could I go back to the counseling. W~ h&ve you
already done as far a counseling, what might be,
just some general parameters, what is
still
necessary, I know you can’t pin point"that

Were you
~trying tO get into this in terms of
a
counseling, are you trying to get a sense
.monetary’figure too
25
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It is alot
See again we can talk finances and cost but it’s
just. s~ch but it ~sn’t the cost, that’s not even
close tosaying what the cost is,"but it’s important
.to get some specifics. I don’t want to minimize
what the Other costs have been"
i really t~ink you know, the big costs is, given
certain situations not have to have happening
Say that again

26
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Sure
That was one of the things when sitting down trying
to put some of this stuff into some kind of form as

one of the things, that again, down the road
Ls the ’potential to be able to confront Brother
Berard now again, and have him and part of that
being in a safe enough manner, what. he, and I don’t
even know if this would even happen, but whether if
he can apologize, and take full r~sponsibility to
what happened, in a real safe--k~nd of setting,
obviously he has to be willing to do that~ but I
think that might be real important, to. your healing
process for him to claim responsibility,

That’s generally
yes, whether it be verbally, written or what ever,
or in person,
Again, I think we are down the road, I think it
might be real important whether you .can get it or
not, to get him to assume responsibility. For him
to say, this was my fault not your fault, it’s real
important for people who ~ have been abused as
children
to
have
a
perpetraitor
claim
responsibility.
.Sometimes that’s not. even safe
doing face to face, it would depend, but I think
that is one of ~y hopes, ~ that at some point,
~epending on what happeneds to Brother Berard,
whether his capac£ty to be able to make, to be able.
to take responsibility for this, to own it, for your
sake, It also makes it on a whole level
~

So I quess what I am thinking, again I am thinking
ahead, but it might not be a bad idea for me at
some point to be in contact with his therapist, even
he is ever in therapy, to see his potenial
He would be
27
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Yes, that I would be in contact with, his you know,
again I am out there in the future, but that might
be real helpful to
arrange something that
would be helpful to
Because I think that’s one of the things that has
been set up in the past with him is that, How could
you expose me, type of thing, that attitude, whether
it be spoken or unspoken always to check you out

Well,
Ya, well I think that might be-up ~o you
much?
-~ :

how

What is going to be the process from this point~
Well, from this point, I would like to get this
typed up or at least allow the
to hear it
and those who are an authority ~0 be working, then
we will address the situation, probably by, brlng
Berard into a therapy situation~ but first of.all
we have to find out what has already .taken place.
Now that we have the specifics ihere, now we’ll find
out what therapy has" already taken place .and then
appropriate therapy from this poin~ on, perhaps-a
therapy program, that would be several months
Ok, I" really feel that in light of this, that he
should be made accountable, and made responsible,
and yes, I think he should be fully aware of this
stuff.tha-t has goneon.
Could he read this manuscript?
That’s fine.

Berard,

.

it might beimportant to have a copy sent
first, if you have and comments or anything
!ore it’s giving to , especially Brother
I think that’s real important.

Yes, very

At this point, another thing that might be addressed
just briefly, is at this point
are you
looking at any kind of litigation.
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I quess that’s dependant upon the fac~-~f Whether
or not the issue has been addressed before, and if
he has been allowed to function in "the same
capacity, that has bee addressed.

If somebody else has already come forward in the
community and said, ¯ Hey this guy’s ~nsafe, hers
molested my children, he’s molested me, and that,
somebody else stepped forward and ntohing happened,
is that what you’re saying, so that litigation would
come ~s a result some kind of leverage, to have
something really happen. That is your intent right
ROW,

" I did want to make that clear
Yes
But sometimes people don’t get counseling until
the’re forced
But that’s pretty much my determining factor
Like what happens fromhere is what. Father ~
you. don’t know at this point what had been the
history with him, you.’re really just coming in
pretty fresh,
Right, exactly,

It just has to looked into

Ok, ok
But it will be
A~d as it is will
be aprized as to what, I
suppose that will
~ your judgment tobut, say
there has been some other allg~ions, you know that
~here have been other people that have sai that he
had abused me or my children, would
be
previledged to that information, I quess I don’t
know
Or is that like confidential stuff
You probably don"t know but it’s an important
question
!t i~ an important question
29
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Because you know, what’s to say tha~.~he~s not
p~otected in this
Are the Franciscans protecting him? Well if they
have been and they might have been I can’t speak for
whether they have or haven’t, I don’t think anybody
can anymore, it’s just there’s too much
Absolutey not, from this point on
This right now, but also in history, there is just
to much with priestand brothers, it’s just with any
man, who have ~bused women, children, just can’t be
covered up
You are specifically .asking to know, that something
will be done, and you would like to know what that

is

Yes, and I would also like to know, if, have there
been.previous accounts brought to the attention of,
-andl-quess that would be thesPring board, if there
has been, then I would persue litigation against
him..
You’re saying if at all, or if this isn’t taken
serious, or not in a treatment program, ok
Yes, then I would pursue li~igatiDn
You mean if he had not
If the issue of sexuai abuse had been addressed
prior to this , that there were other families .or
other children involved, and he has not completed
therapy or it was just kind Of .swept under- the
carpet per say that I will pursue litigation
The ~likelyhood of him abusing other children is
~ery very high,
Ya ya
I say that because I don’t think you’re u~ique
That’s my sense about it, you knowthe fact that
about has it ever been addressed and if that be
the case if it was addressed then whay has he been
allowed to function in the same capacity, without
¯ any kind of monitoring.
And it might be that no one has come forward
3O
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It can be that people just abuse one child, and
that’s more a rareity, but at least my understanding
of people who abuse children, that generally there
is a pattern to, usually high frequentcy, it’s
pretty amazing, that one man can keep a number of
children in that process at the same time.
I hope~
that’s not the case her but
don’t have any other questions
I am just assuming that you will send us a
~ranscript of this transcript, and then I
imagine that you would be the next person to
any
~n. I have your phone number,
phone number too
have
YOu can have it
ok

EOT
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copy,
would
pursue
Do you

